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Abstract 
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Level: Bachelor Thesis 
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Supervisor: Thomas Helgesson 
Examiner: Christine Tidåsen 
  
Purpose: The purpose with this paper is to provide a tool to alleviate uncertainty concerning               
Swedish companies and their marketing strategies. This by allowing companies to compare            
own cost analysis with the hard values presented in this study in aim to achieve the most                 
profitable strategy for their specific business. This thesis introduces a new, scale like way of               
measuring the Millennials’ perception of advertisements by developing the McCasland          
theory. Moreover, this study expands McCasland’s theory from mobile marketing to general            
online marketing. However, the main focus in this study is not to present a developed version                
of the theory, but rather use the theory to draw new conclusions about the affecting variables                
of the Millennials’ perception of advertising. Hence, the theory has been connected with             
relevance and irritation as main factors, with pull and push as co-factors. 
  
Frame of Reference: In this section the literature is presented in terms of secondary sources               
such as an explanation about the under structure of McCasland’s theory. It also describes              
alternative theories such as push and pull marketing followed by the concepts of relevance              
and irritation. 
  
Method: In this section, the scientific methods used to collect quantitative and qualitative             
data are described. A discussion will be presented in which the reason for chosen methods               
will be explained, but also the impact they have had for the study. 
  
Empirical study: This section includes presentation of both qualitative and quantitative data            
where the execution of the two methods are further described. 
  
Results/conclusions: This study managed to develop McCasland’s theory about the          
Millennials and advertising. Based on different types of advertising, the Millennial’s level of             
irritation was measured. This by grouping advertisement into four groups and reconstruct            
results into hard values. The hard values were presented in a scale, and works as a tool for                  
Swedish companies. Finally, the results in this study presented a new lead of the actual               
relationship between irritation and relevance. 
  
Key words: Millennials, Information Overload, Privacy Issues, Advertising Avoidance,         
Online Advertising, Measure Advertisement, Relevance, Customer Irritation, Push        
Marketing, Pull Marketing 
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1. Introduction 
In this section the reader will take part of the problem background and the purpose of this                 
study.  A description of factors that somehow limits the study will also be presented. 

 
That the attitude towards advertising is overall negative has been found in a multiple number               
of researches. Zanot (1984), for instance, presented that consumers’ attitudes have been            
negative since the 1970s. Up until then, surveys of consumer attitudes revealed somewhat             
positive results (e.g. Gallup, 1959; Bauer & Greyser, 1968). The digitalization has affected a              
lot since the 1970s. A medium that changed the whole market for communication and              
advertising emerged; the internet (Papacharissi & Rubin, 2000). The increase of new            
marketing channels is a result of the digitalization and emergence of the internet. With these               
new channels, it becomes possible to reach customers and segments that earlier were             
unreachable. It has quickly become fundamental for a company to not only exist in the real                
world but also online in order to, for instance, improve brand recognition. This theory              
correlates with many studies (e.g. Kiang, Raghu & Shang, 1999). 
  
The deepened relationship between IT and marketing has resulted in a demand for             
measurable values (Mawhinney, 2014; Malmqvist, 2017). However, the increase of digital           
marketing has resulted in an information overload, leading to an advertising avoidance. This             
advertising avoidance has caused many strategic problems for companies regarding their           
marketing actions (Callius, 2008). Despite new marketing platforms and medias, this           
advertising avoidance still causes vital issues (Ferreira, Michaelidou, Moraes & McGrath,           
2017). 
  
This study is based on a theory by McCasland (2005). He states that young consumers only                
dislike advertising that is irrelevant or unwanted. This make up the underlying question: With              
all the collection of data resulting in advertising personalization, should not the avoidance of              
advertising decrease? The examination of this theory in combination with the new demand             
for measurable values led to an expansion of the McCasland theory. With the McCasland              
theory as a foundation, this study conducted two research questions. 
 
RQ1: Could something be perceived more or less as an advertisement? 
RQ2: What variables affect this perception? 

1.1 Background 

1.1.1 Who are the Millennials? 
In order of demographical cohort, the Millennial generation, or Generation Y, follows            
Generation X (Bolton et al., 2013). The Millennial generation consists of people born             
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between the early 1980s to the early 2000s (ibid.). Since it is a major demographic group, the                 
Millennials have become essential to study when it comes to marketing and sales (Hershatter              
& Epstein, 2010). Just as any homogeneous group the Millennials have a few qualities that               
connect them. These connections are results of the fact that these people were exposed to the                
same cultural experiences during their formative years (Young & Hinesly, 2012). There are             
many studies presenting the behavioural differences between the Millennials and other           
generations (e.g. Hershatter & Epstein, 2010; Parment, 2008). Most of the Millennials grew             
up with technology, but were not born into it like following generations. Growing up with               
this type of perspective made the Millennials very flexible (Parment, 2008). A lot of things               
mentioned about the Millennials are of a negative character. They are often described as              
difficult and insolent, however, there are many good qualities that shape this generation             
(Broadbent, 2015). The Millennials are digital natives who grew up in an age of technological               
change (Prensky, 2001). These changes have caused a different set of behaviours regarding             
activities on the internet. Broadbent (2015) continuously explains the immunity Millennials           
have against marketing methods and sales pitches. It is well known among marketers that the               
Millennials are hard to reach. 

1.1.2 Information Overload 
According to Bawden and Robinson (2009) there is no generally accepted definition of the              
term information overload. However, information overload has been defined as information           
presented at a rate too fast for a person to process (e.g. Gopher and Donchin, 1986). Besides                 
“too fast,” a second dimension of information overload based on the limitations of human              
short term memory - the dimension “too much”. Thus, the fundamental idea is that a receiver                
only can process a certain amount of information at once (ibid.). Since humans have limited               
cognitive processing capacities, exceeding this limit could result in less satisfied, less            
confident and more confused consumers (Lee & Lee, 2004). According to Gomez-Rodriguez,            
Gummadi and Schoelkopf (2014) information overload has become a universal problem in            
modern society because of the endless information flow from social media users and micro              
bloggers. 
  
The relationship between information overload, information processing and decision quality          
at the individual level has earlier been studied and analysed. Walsh, Hennig-Thurau and             
Mitchell (2007) characterize consumer confusion as a conscious condition which is causing            
them to act differently in various situations. Ambiguous information or too much information             
in general have negative effects on processing and decision-making ability (Walsh,           
Henning-Thurau & Mitchell, 2007). This condition or “state” as Walsh, Hennig-Thurau and            
Mitchell (2007) call it, is often based on anxiety, frustration, lack of understanding and              
indecision. Furthermore, Jacoby, Kohn, and Speller (1973) indicate that increases in           
information overload may not only result in less attention paid to relevant information, but it               
may also make processing more time-consuming. Additionally, as a consequence of limited            
cognitive processing capacity, reduction in decisional capacity may occur along with           
information overload (e.g. Miller, 1956; Simon, 1979). 
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1.1.3 Privacy issues 
Oosterlinck, Benoit, Baecke, and Van de Weghe (2017) present several methods for tracking             
consumers, such as through GPS, Radio Frequency Identification (RFID), Bluetooth and           
Wi-Fi. Additionally, "tracking cookies" is another example (Evans, 2009). What the tracking            
cookies do is that they enable tracking of which websites consumers have visited. This also               
allows data to be kept for a longer time in the IP address that identifies consumers. The                 
details regarding the consumers are valuable for marketers in terms of providing valuable             
information and better adaptation to consumer needs (ibid.). 
  
Unni and Harmon (2003) write about a phenomenon called Location-Based Services (LBS).            
These are enhanced by and dependent on information about a mobile device's position.             
Moreover, they look further into Location-Based Marketing (LBM) which they define as            
“targeted advertising initiatives delivered to a mobile device from an identified sponsor that             
is specific to the location of the consumer” (Unni & Harmon, 2003, p. 28). It is important for                  
marketers to understand how consumers are likely to evaluate this kind of advertising. There              
are consumers who may see great benefits in receiving advertising based on location.             
However, there will also be consumers who may turn away from this kind of marketing due                
to privacy concerns, which are related to a perception of intrusiveness regarding such             
marketing messages (Unni & Harmon, 2003). 

1.1.4 Advertising Avoidance 
Advertising avoidance has been defined as media users’ actions for intentionally reducing            
exposure to advertisements (Speck, & Elliott, 1997). Cho (2004) argued that previous            
negative experiences result in advertising avoidance. Moreover, perceived hindrance to          
achieving a goal and perceived clutter of ads are also elements that can result in advertising                
avoidance. Baek and Morimoto (2012) suggest that there are three determining factors of             
advertising avoidance; privacy concerns, advertisement irritation and perceived        
personalization. Additionally, there are extensive concerns regarding the issue with privacy           
concerns. This due to company's use of consumers’ personal information when providing            
personalized online services (Taylor, Davis, & Jillapalli, 2009; Chellappa, & Sin, 2005). 
  
Individuals are being persecuted by companies online (Ghostery, 2016). Users’ behaviour           
patterns online create different types of data which turns into valuable information to the              
companies (Gilan & Hammarberg, 2016). To maintain the privacy online, there are different             
types of options to avoid being tracked. An ad blocker is an example of this, which is a                  
computer program that also filters out unwanted advertising. Adblock Plus, the world's first             
and biggest ad blocker, is known for blocking ads, disable tracking and block domains known               
to spread malware (Adblock Plus, 2016). Adblock itself has no functionality until you state              
what to block by adding external filter lists. 
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Figure 1. Spread of ad blocker usage across different generations in Sweden (Callius, 2016). 

  
The use of ad blockers is dependent on generations to a very high degree. Callius (2016)                
indicates that the real problem lies in managing generations that are described as             
"unreachable". Relevance is the key word, but what is relevant for one person may not be                
relevant to another. As seen in figure 1, the Millennial cohort constitute for a big percentage                
of those who use ad blockers, which is part of the reason they are being examined in this                  
study. 

1.2 Purpose 
The purpose with this paper is to provide a tool to alleviate uncertainty concerning Swedish               
companies and their marketing strategies. This by allowing companies to compare own cost             
analysis with the hard values presented in this study in aim to achieve the most profitable                
strategy for their specific business. This thesis introduces a new, scale like way of measuring               
the Millennials’ perception of advertisements by developing the McCasland theory.          
Moreover, this study expands McCasland’s theory from mobile marketing to general online            
marketing. However, the main focus in this study is not to present a developed version of the                 
theory, but rather use the theory to draw new conclusions about the affecting variables of the                
Millennials’ perception of advertising. Hence, the theory has been related to relevance and             
irritation as main factors, with pull and push as co-factors. 

1.3 Delimitations 
The width of this subject enables a wide range of different sub-topics to study. To avoid a too                  
shallow study and aim towards a more in-depth one, some constrains had to be done. The first                 
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delimitation is the tapered concentration to only B2C-Marketing. This excludes all marketing            
actions done from one business to another. The second circumstance restraining this study is              
the focus on the Millennials as a segment. This means that all other generational cohorts have                
been excluded from this particular study. ManpowerGroup (2016) predict that the Millennials            
will make up 35 percent of the global workforce by 2020. This makes them a big part of the                   
current and future consumer society and therefore a relevant segment to study. The             
differences within the generational cohort is another aspect that has been excluded in this              
study. The Millennials consist of a wide range of different people meaning that a more               
detailed segmentation could be applied (Philp, 2016). To make this study possible the             
Millennials have been treated and examined as a homogeneous segment. Some assumptions            
have also been made to create an overall framework for the study, these assumptions limit the                
study as well. 
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2. Frame of Reference 
In this section the literature is presented in terms of secondary sources such as an               
explanation about the under structure of McCasland’s theory. It also describes alternative            
theories such as push and pull marketing followed by the concepts of relevance and              
irritation. 

 

2.1 The McCasland Theory 
Mitch McCasland performed a study regarding mobile marketing to Millennials. This study            
was published in the journal Young Consumers in 2005 and the final conclusion was that the                
negative perception young consumers have against marketing regarded the level of relevance.            
According to McCasland (2005) young consumers only dislike advertising that is either            
irrelevant or unwanted. To develop this theory, underlying factors related to McCasland’s            
theory were examined. 

2.1.1 IT and Marketing 
Marketers have become more reliant than ever of their IT departments (Mawhinney, 2014).             
This is a result of the significant digital increase in marketing actions which lately have               
become more real time and data-driven (ibid.). Additionally, the limits between IT and             
marketing have become more diffuse (Malmqvist, 2017). Thus, having a good dialogue            
between IT and marketing departments is of great importance. 
  
Access to the big amount of data that exists becomes useless if the right tools are unavailable                 
(Malmqvist, 2017). Having a large marketing budget is not always of greatest importance, but              
rather being smart when using technology. Mawhinney (2014) explains that there is an             
ongoing contest in the digital business environment where competitors race for the most             
valuable information. Regardless of product or service a company provides, the differences            
between those who win and those who lose are the accuracy, speed and precision of               
IT-systems (Malmqvist, 2017). 

2.1.2 Online Advertising 
Where digital web is, there is also digital marketing. The old device still sustains - if you                 
cannot be seen, you do not exist (Hammarberg & Gilan, 2016). Technology has enabled firms               
to explore improved and existing applications such as target marketing, data mining and             
self-service. Additionally, Hammarberg and Gilan (2016) indicate that availability of data           
online entails marketing to go from targeting groups to targeting individuals. 
  
With improved technology, marketing channels such as social media is rapidly growing            
(Bowen, 2015). New websites are constantly developed that arise interest among consumers.            
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The importance of the Millennials in this context is highlighted based on the fact that               
consumers today have a powerful voice that can influence many other consumers (Bowen,             
2015). Additionally, Broadbent (2015) states that the Millennials are heavy users of social             
media platforms and have a big impact on the masses which results in subsequent trends. This                
impact means that Millennials will represent the customer market of the future. 
  
Swedish internet users spend one hour daily and seven hours per week at social media               
(Findahl & Davidsson, 2016). In Sweden, a study about Swedes' internet usage in 2016 has               
been made (Findahl & Davidsson, 2016). The study states popular different social networks,             
as shown in the figures below.  
 

 
Figure 2. Swedes’ internet usage during 2016 (Findahl & Davidsson, 2016, Svenskarna och 

internet 2016 ). 
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Figure 3. Swedes’ internet usage during 2016 (Findahl & Davidsson, 2016, Svenskarna och 
internet 2016 ). 

 
The vertical axis presents the percentage use of various social medias. The horizontal axis              
presents the internet usage among different ages. The Millennials, born between early 1980s             
and early 2000s (Hershatter & Epstein, 2010) can roughly be placed in the group with 16-25                
and 26-35. By reading figure 2 and figure 3 it is possible to compare the different age groups.  
It becomes clear that the group of Millennials is in the forefront of social networking sites                
like Facebook and photo sharing sites like Instagram and Snapchat (Whiting & Williams,             
2013). 

2.1.3 Data Mining 
The Millennial generation has preferences of having a conversation with the brand. Thus, it is               
important for marketers to utilize content data in the correct way (Broadbent, 2015).             
Consumers who spend time online will with certainty leave personal data behind. In general,              
the access to personal data is considered as a privacy concern. Smartphones, which are              
widely used, possess augmented identity tracking capability. These tracking capabilities are           
perfect tools in the advertising industry (Nyheim, Xu, Zhang & Mattila, 2015). The             
technological increase and availability of data have not only made the internet into a powerful               
marketing tool (Wirtz & Williams, 2007), it has also increased the threat for consumer              
privacy online, which both active and less active users are exposed to. When it comes to                
privacy issues, companies and users do not share the same perception of user information.              
From a business perspective information is considered as a competitive advantage in terms of              
a potential source of power. However, if the information is not used properly it could result in                 
a sense of discomfort for the user (Beatrix, 2007). 
  
One factor that makes it hard for companies to reach through to customers is the earlier                
mentioned information overload. A large ad-noise cause ad blockers to increase.           
Hammarberg and Gilan (2016) state that Sweden has the highest average usage of ad              
blockers. According to Callius (2016) almost 25 percent of the Swedish internet users have              
some sort of ad blocker installed. 
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Figure 4. Development of ad block usage in Sweden (Callius, 2016). 

 

2.1.4 Attitudes Toward Online Advertising 
Schlosser, Shavitt, and Kanfer (1999) bring up one fundamental difference between internet            
and traditional advertising; the degree to which the consumer versus the company has control              
over advertising exposure. This correlates with more recent studies as well (e.g. Pfeffer,             
Zobach & Carley, 2013). When speaking about online advertising, it is possible for the              
consumer to select whether, when, and how much commercial content they wish to view              
(Schlosser, Shavitt, and Kanfer, 1999). These options make users “pull” for electronic            
advertising content. In this case consumers have a great deal of control over advertising              
exposure, unlike with traditional advertising. Television, radio or billboards may interrupt or            
intercept consumers which make them inactive in exposure for advertising. In other words,             
advertisement is “pushed” at them (Schlosser, Shavitt, & Kanfer, 1999). However, there are             
still push methods used in online marketing as well, as described further down. 
  
Millennials will most likely install ad blocking extensions to avoid advertisements. Broadbent            
(2015) implies that to get the Millennials attention it is essential to find a way to give them an                   
experience in terms of personalized, non-intrusive advertising which is not pushed at them.             
Tsang, Ho and Liang (2004) studied online marketing based on two different aspects; content              
and form. The content describes how informative advertisements are, and the form describes             
the level of entertainment. Furthermore, they also indicate that except from entertainment and             
informativeness, irritation caused by advertisements influence people’s attitudes toward the          
company or brand. Moreover, they present a model including perceived entertainment,           
informativeness, irritation and credibility of an advertisement. These variables are consistent           
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with the theory that irritation caused by advertisements, along with entertainment and            
informativeness, influence people’s attitude toward Web advertising (Ducoffe, 1996). 

2.1.5 Millennials’ Impact on the Digital Marketplace 
The Millennials, also called Generation Y, are described as the first high-tech generation             
upgrown a society where high technology has become a commonplace (Norum, 2003).            
Millennials grew up in a world that was rich in technology, information and digital media.               
Because of the IT bomb the generation was exposed to in early years, Millennials have               
adapted to continuous multitasking, meaning that they switch from one activity to another             
quickly and without readjustment time (Brown, 2000). The Millennials technological pattern           
combined with their easy-going attitude to change have resulted in a completely different             
perception of different types of marketing methods. 
  
Smith (2012) highlights generation characteristics of the Millennials, such as size and buying             
power, that makes them attractive targets on the market. Furthermore, he describes            
Millennials as a driving force behind online shopping and as a generation with an overall               
product-knowledge. Consumers in this generation have become more active in promotions           
and development of products and brands. In other words, Millennials have an impact on the               
marketplace (Smith, 2012). The result of this impact makes marketers reconsider their            
marketing strategies so that their strategies will be customized to fit this generation. Smith              
(2012) continuously describes the digital marketing as an effective way to reach the             
Millennials since the generation is spending a lot of time online. Although the thought of               
approaching Millennials through media is tempting, the generation could still be hard to reach              
(Broadbent, 2015). 

2.2 Push and Pull Marketing 
As mentioned above, marketing can either be pulled or pushed towards a user. Push and Pull                
Marketing are two terms which have different meanings when used in different contexts.             
When used in the traditional marketing, the push approach refers to the use of trade               
promotions, while Pull Marketing refers to generate a demand or “pull” for a brand (Shimp,               
1997). However, the internet has changed the whole market for communication and            
advertising and many new marketing channels are results of the emergence of the internet              
(Papacharissi & Rubin, 2000). 
  
If no consent of receiving ads exists from the consumer, the perception would be negative               
(Tsang, Ho, and Liang 2004). I.e. the theory regarding push- and pull approach can be               
applied on wireless advertising as well (ibid.). 

2.2.1 Push Marketing 
The Push Marketing strategy is based on sending communication to the user. This concept              
includes approaches like direct response marketing and general advertising (Lockard, 2016).           
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This type of marketing targets a broad audience with messages and offers. Push Marketing is               
also known as Outbound Marketing, basically because it pushes marketing out to prospects             
and customers. Paid advertising, such as print, TV ads, radio spots, email and direct mail are                
some examples involved in the Push Marketing approach (Lockard, 2016). 
  
Unni and Harmon (2007, p. 30) describe wireless Push Marketing as “any content sent by or                
on behalf of marketers to a wireless mobile device at a time other than when the subscriber                 
requests it”. This kind of advertising may appear more intrusive (Truong & Simmons, 2010).              
Consumers have less control, while marketers oversee the flow of advertising and            
promotions. Push Marketing is an approach that can work well if companies are doing it               
correctly. It is possible to make customers feel special by using customer data to create               
personal and relevant communication. Sooner or later, it may move customers and prospects             
to act (Lockard, 2016). 

2.2.2 Pull Marketing 
Lockard (2016) presents Pull Marketing as the opposite of Push Marketing. Consumers may             
read reviews, conduct keyword searches and ask friends for suggestions online. Thus, Pull             
Marketing “pulls” consumers and shoppers into a website or webpage. Pull Marketing gives             
the opportunity for brands to provide consumers with answers they want. Just as the relation               
between the terms Push Marketing and Outbound Marketing, Pull Marketing is also known as              
Inbound Marketing. This means that prospects find the brand when they are interested to do               
so. In other words, they come to you for answers (Lockard, 2016).  
  
In general, Pull Marketing generates a higher level of engagement since prospects and             
customers act without a brand promoting them to do so. The reason to this is basically                
because of shown interest by the prospects or the customers. However, there must be relevant               
content designed around the personas in the wanted audience, otherwise the Pull Marketing             
might fail (Lockard, 2016). Wireless Pull Advertising is any advertising message sent to the              
wireless subscriber if requested - on a one-time basis (Unni & Harmon, 2007). 

2.3 The Concepts of Relevance and Irritation 
When marketing is either pushed or pulled towards a consumer, the outcome of an              
advertisement may appear successful or not. Schlosser, Shavitt, and Kanfer (1999) explained            
that consumers have different levels of control over advertising exposure depending on            
whether it is pulled or pushed towards them. Based on this, advertising actions may appear               
entertaining, informative or irritating (Tsang, Ho and Liang, 2004). 

2.3.1 Level of Relevance 
Consumers today are becoming more digitally connected and empowered. Thus, they expect            
a higher level of service and relevance (Retail Touchpoints, 2017). Consumers have            
expectations about receiving meaningful content and offers from the brands they usually buy             
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from. This is a result of the constant access to a seemingly endless supply of information. To                 
retain long-term loyalty, buying experience and the overall browsing need to be simple.             
Highly relevant and personal messages, offers and products are important in order to achieve              
this kind of simplicity (Retail Touchpoints, 2017).  
  
According to a study in the U.S. (Retail Touchpoints, 2017), 78 percent of the population               
included in the research expected to receive recommendations (by email) that align with their              
personal tastes and interests. They did also expect information on a website (39%) and online               
ads (30%) to be adapted to their wants, needs and behaviours. One can assume that the                
advertising avoidance should decrease when relevance increases. This is what Callius (2015)            
argued in his swedish report about advertising avoidance in the digital transition. The report              
discuss the fact that consumers avoid advertising mainly when they feel that they have less               
control. A combination of boring advertising and that the advertisement is not targeted to the               
consumer is what annoys swedish consumers the most. This with an experienced advertising             
pressure.  

2.3.2 Level of Irritation 
According to the study above (Retail Touchpoints, 2017), it was found that lack of relevance               
was the most frustrating area consumers faced when moving across different shopping            
channels. Irrelevant online ads regarding consumers’ personal tastes and preferences          
appeared to be “frustrating” or “extremely frustrating”, which in turn developed irritation.            
Furthermore, 47 percent claimed to receive promotional emails about products that they were             
not interested in (Retail Touchpoints, 2017). 
  
Digital shopping is beneficial for multiple reasons. One underlying reason for enjoying online             
shopping may be because of the simplicity (e.g. Jiang, Yang & Jun, 2013). A second reason                
may be that consumers like the fact that their time can be spent more efficiently and that the                  
time they are spending online include only products and brands they find relevant (Retail              
Touchpoints, 2017). Moreover, Ryan and Valverde (2005) indicate that timewasting is an            
inherent source of irritation. In a study about permission-based advertising via mobile phones             
(Barwise, & Strong, 2002) it was found that frequency of advertising may cause a danger in                
terms of customer irritation. 
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3. Method 
This section describes all scientific methods used to collect quantitative and qualitative data.             
Chosen methods during this process will be explained, but also the impact they have had for                
the study. 

 

3.1 Research Framework 
The statement that the collection of data has increased during the last decade is supported by                
a variety of sources (e.g. Hammarberg & Gilan, 2016; Levitin, 2014). Since this enables an               
increased personalization and a personalization might increase the perception of relevance,           
the earlier mentioned issue with ad blockers should decrease. As seen in figure 4. this               
relationship cannot be established. Hence, the reason for this continuous advertising           
avoidance must relate to something else.  
  
Given the previous research, this study constructed the following assumptions: 

1.     personalized advertising and advertising avoidance are independent from each other. 
2.     there is a correlation between irritation and irrelevant advertising. 

  
The study will employ new reflective scales, drawn from the marketing based in the              
digitalization and the power of literature. Methodological triangulation was implemented in           
this study. A methodological triangulation combines at least two methods in addressing the             
same research problem (Morse, 1991). Qualitative and quantitative methods are the two most             
commonly used and have been used in the performance of this study. 

3.2 Research Method 
Morse (1991) presents methodological triangulation as (1) a method based on results from the              
first part which later lays the foundation for the next one and (2) as one method aimed to                  
enrich the first one. The concept in this study is based on sequential triangulation, which               
according to Morse (1991) is used when results in one method are essential for planning the                
next one - in this case by completing qualitative method before the quantitative one. This               
concept combines interviews, surveys and previous research to provide a study with both             
breadth and depth by incorporating different answers that respondents contributed with. This            
is also confirmed by Denscombe (2009), who indicates that triangulation makes it possible to              
examine a certain phenomenon in a broader way in terms of comparison and verification of               
different results. Analysing data through different perspectives raises the validity of the            
research (Jick, 1979). 
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The qualitative study consisted of multiple interviews performed to lay the foundation for a              
quantitative study. According to Eliasson (2013), interviews are one of the two most common              
methods when collecting data. Initially, focus groups were under consideration since a            
discussion between participants provides a width of answers and enables the questions to be              
illuminated from different perspectives (Kitzinger, 1995). However, this method was          
deselected due to factors that could negatively affect the results, such as group dynamics, the               
moderator’s ability to create interest and commitment, but also how the theme or subject area               
was formulated (Morgan, 1996). To summarize; the qualitative study focused on defining and             
establishing different groups of advertising, while the quantitative study tested the perception            
of examples extracted from these groups. 

3.2.1 The Methodological Beehive 

 
Figure 5: A description of the methodological working process.  
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3.3 Qualitative Data Collection Method 
It was earlier mentioned that the qualitative study laid the foundation for the quantitative              
study. It also worked as a way to try out speculations drawn from the McCasland theory.                
This method contributed with knowledge about the trustworthiness regarding this subject, to            
make sure it was applicable to the quantitative method. Questions that were asked during the               
interviews gave each respondent the opportunity to freely analyse before replying. This is an              
example of a semi-structured interview form and is a beneficial method when collecting data              
regarding a broad matter (Irvine, Drew & Sainsbury, 2013). In addition to this, the qualitative               
data contributed with support for how the scale in the quantitative method could be              
constructed and how to group different marketing approaches. The purpose with the            
qualitative study was, in line with an elucidation from Reigeluth and Frick (1999), to analyse               
data in order to improve the course of this study. With information gathered from the               
qualitative study, different groups of advertisement were defined which later defined the            
steps of the Advertisement Scale. 

3.3.1 Possible Biases 
There are some negative aspects of holding interviews but an awareness of these factors can               
minor the negative outcomes. A bisection of the interviews was held in person. This was to                
create a more personal contact with the respondent and to enable interpretation of the              
respondent’s non-verbal cues, like the body language (Novick, 2008). However, even though            
the absence of visual information normally is presented as a disadvantage (e.g. Gillham,             
2005; Cresswell, 2007; Berg, 2007), the reflection of a physical interview can be affected by               
the interpreter's personal preferences (Irvine, Drew & Sainsbury, 2013). Garland (1991)           
brings up one bias regarding physical interviews that is important to consider - not to make                
the respondent perceive the questions to require only “acceptable” answers such as desires to              
please the interviewer or appear helpful. The remaining interviews (i.e. the ones not held in               
person) were held by phone. The study included two interviewers and due to a location issue,                
all phone interviews were held by one person and all the physical interviews were held by the                 
other. 

3.3.2 Reduction of Biases 
Both the physical interviews and the phone interviews were constructed to follow a             
predetermined interview guide. However, since the interviews were designed to be           
semi-structured, the participant was encouraged to respond freely and start discussions at any             
time. The intent with the interview guide was only to let the respondents answer under the                
same conditions and to avoid asking leading questions. It was also a way to minimize the                
different conditions between the physical interviews and the phone interviews. When           
performing the phone interviews, the interviewer and the respondent followed a document            
that was shared between the two parties. The physical interviews exposed the respondent for              
the same examples. With the consent from the respondents, all the interviews were recorded.              
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This was a way to reduce any information-loss that can occur when only taking notes and to                 
make sure the information collected could be processed in two steps. 
  
The reason for combining the physical interviews with interviews held by phone was to              
eliminate any sort of bias where the interviewer influenced the participant’s responses. Thus,             
when asking questions it was of great importance to maintain a neutral tone. As mentioned               
above, the physical interviews and the phone interviews were divided between the two             
interviewers in an inequitable way. This was a bias that not could be excluded but it was                 
evaluated to an insignificant affection to the final results. 
  
To eliminate a tired and unfocused respondent, all the interviews were also constructed to be               
as time effective as possible. A balance had to be settled between the respondents’              
willingness to participate and the amount of information that needed to be collected. A study               
performed by Hansen (2006) showed that the incentive to participate in an interview was              
higher if the announced time was shorter. In like manner, Rowley (2012) indicates that a               
research study should aim to perform twelve interviews of approximately 30 minutes each, or              
the corresponding six to eight interviews of approximately one hour each. In order to collect               
an appropriate amount of data to build a valid research but also make sure the gathered                
information would be of value; the six interviews of this study aimed to be between 45                
minutes to an hour in length. 

3.3.3 Qualitative Study: Target and Sampling 
The sample group of the qualitative study had an intention-oriented mind and was selected              
due to the possession of information relevant for this case. Since this study targets the               
Millennials on the Swedish market the chosen sample group only consisted of individuals             
belonging to this group. It was also made sure that none of these respondents had a                
background in marketing or communication, to collect answers representative for the entire            
target group. To achieve width and variation the respondents varied in age within the              
Millennial generation. Six respondents were chosen to participate in the qualitative method.            
To avoid a gender-bias the six respondents consisted of three female and three male              
participants. This study was conducted by two researchers who contributed with three            
respondents each. The three respondents chosen by one researcher were interviewed by the             
other, and vice versa. This was to avoid a bias where the relationship between the interviewer                
and the interviewee was too personal. Since focus groups were excluded due to avoid              
eventual internal impact between the respondents it was made sure that the six respondents              
used in this study were independent from each other.  

3.4 Quantitative Data Collection Method 
By studying and analysing data collected during the previous research and qualitative study, a              
quantitative study could be executed. By implementing an operationalization process to the            
methodological process vague concepts and signals could be defined into measurable           
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variables (Antil, 1984). The quantitative method was performed as a survey based on             
previously collected data from the qualitative study. The survey was constructed into a             
structured questionnaire, where no open questions were included. 

3.4.1 Likert Scale 
The construction of the survey was based on a Likert-type scale with seven points adding               
“very” to the respective top and bottom. The difference between simple “yes/no” answers and              
the Likert scale is that the latter one gives opportunities to discover different levels of               
opinions (Allen & Seaman, 2007). This is also in line with the description of the Likert Scale                 
by Surveymonkey.com. This website also explains the Likert Scale as the most commonly             
used rating scale when measuring someone’s attitudes or behaviours. 
  
According to Nunnally (1978), it has been shown that the seven-point scale reaches the upper               
limits of the scale reliability and that a wide scale is preferable. The reason for this is that                  
responses always can be divided into categories for analysis, if appropriate. Furthermore,            
Garland (1991) indicates that there is a purpose of rating-scales in terms of letting              
respondents express direction and strength of an opinion about a certain topic. However, the              
bias that Garland (1991) mentioned earlier remains - it is possible that the respondent feel a                
desire to please the researcher or to appear helpful. To minimise this bias, Garland (1991)               
suggests to eliminate the mid-point category from the Likert-scale such as “neither nor”,             
“uncertain” and so on. The mid-point category might also be used as a N/A proxy (Kulas,                
Stachowski and Haynes, 2008). On the other hand, according to a study performed by Kulas,               
Stachowski and Haynes (2008), this misuse of the middle response option does not adversely              
affect the reliability and validity. Therefore, the middle alternative in this study was included              
but none of the statements were made to be mandatory. 

3.4.2 Quantitative Study: Target & Sampling 
The sample group for the quantitative study was also represented by the Millennial             
generation. According to Statistiska Centralbyrån SCB (n.d.), people born between 1980 and            
1999 constitute for approximately 2 million swedes. Since 93 percent of the Swedish             
population use internet (Statistiska Centralbyrån SCB, n.d.) and the internet usage is higher             
among the younger generations (e.g. Lenhart, Purcell, Smith & Zickuhr, 2010) the Swedish             
Millennials that are not using internet are such a small group that it is calculated to be                 
covered with the choice of confidence level. In order to get results that reflect the target                
population, the choice was to have a confidence level of 95%. This is the most common                
choice, just as a 5% level of statistical significance is widely used (Gardner, & Altman,               
1986). In this case the confidence interval was calculated by an online sample size calculator               
at surveysystem.com. Surveysystem.com provides users with a sample size calculator aimed           
to help during the calculation process. By doing this, it is possible to eliminate any errors.                
This study managed to collect 270 answers. For a confidence interval of 6, the study needed                
267 answers. 
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3.4.3 Pre-Quantitative Study: Pilot Study 
To make sure that the survey was constructed properly, a pilot study was performed with six                
participants from the Millennial cohort. Three of them had a background in marketing, while              
three did not. The purpose of including both marketers and not marketers was to (1) receive a                 
professional view of the survey and (2) gain a perception of the survey from the average                
person. A pilot study is like a rehearsal of the main study, with the purpose to find and                  
exclude possible weaknesses (Kothari, 2004). 

3.5 Data Processing 
Since the collection of data appeared in different stages, the analysing of it did so too. A                 
minimal number of tools were used when analysing the collected data. This was to maintain a                
relevant analysis and focus on the actual numbers and data collected. Every piece of              
information gathered was reviewed in two independent steps and the interpretations were            
then compared to compile a final conclusion on what the data was implying. The primary               
focus when analysing the collected data was to maintain an objectivity. That is why the               
participants in both the qualitative study and the quantitative study were held anonymous.             
When collecting the qualitative data it was of great importance to maintain this objectivity.              
To do this, it was made sure that no deeper relationship than an acquaintance existed between                
the interviewer and the respondent. A too personal relationship can bias the research in terms               
of gratitude or dependency toward the interviewer (Maxwell, 2008). 

3.6 Sources 
In this study, some of the sources used can be perceived as somewhat outdated. Every source                
used has however been critically reviewed and examined before implemented. An estimation            
has been concluded that a source developed close to the event it regards to has a higher                 
credibility than a more recent source. Some of the facts stated are also not dependent on what                 
date it was written. Those sources have been processed as trustworthy. Every part of the               
secondary data stated has if possible been cross-checked to increase the truthfulness. 
  
The main research was done by using scientifically approved databases. The databases used             
were Web of Science, Google Scholar, Emerald and Taylor & Francis. This to ensure the               
quality of the sources and to find sources relevant to the study. Non-scientific sources were               
used in some cases to establish some fundamental facts or numbers. Every piece of fact               
collected from a non-scientific source were thoroughly evaluated since no quality guarantee            
exists regarding these.  
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4. Empirical study 
This section includes a presentation of both qualitative and quantitative data where the             
executions of the two methods are further described. 

 
In February 2017, a qualitative method was conducted to lay the foundation for a quantitative               
method - a survey (see Appendix A). Both in the qualitative and quantitative study it was                
pointed out that the respondents were going to be anonymous during the whole study. This               
was to maintain an ethically sustainable study. 
  
The interviews were based on three sequences; pictures, scenarios and videos. The various             
sequences were performed in different ways and were selected in aspiration to include as              
many different types of marketing strategies as possible. The first sequence of the interview              
contained various pictures of advertisement. These pictures were rated by the respondents            
based on a seven-point scale. This sequence aimed to see whether something could be more               
or less advertising-like. Additionally, it was of great value to find out what variables that was                
affecting this perception. To make sure that the respondents’ definitions of advertising were             
consistent, they were consciously biased by the interviewers. This bias was constructed            
through a verbal discussion between the respondent and the interviewer where a definition of              
the term “advertising” was implemented. It was also clarified for the respondent that the              
different pictures all were different types of advertising and that the task was to define how                
much of an advertisement they perceived it as. 

4.1 Qualitative Data 
The respondents that participated in the qualitative study were united regarding most            
answers. The aim for the qualitative study was primary to create an impression dependable              
enough to support a further study. With this said, the respondents were all anonymous and               
have partially been analysed as one cluster. 
  
It became possible to determine some patterns regarding the different advertising methods            
exposed to the respondents. The main finding was the general consciousness of a pushy              
factor. If an ad was more relevant to personal tastes and interests, or if information was                
sought out by oneself, the consumers (respondents) did not perceive the advertisement as             
pushy. This was complemented by the fact that 5 out of 6 respondents claimed that a pushy                 
factor increased the level of irritation. 4 of the 6 respondents determined that the single most                
irritating thing regarding advertising was if it was completely unwanted. This would either             
appear as an overall perceived irrelevance or as an interruption while doing something else.              
The qualitative study also revealed a more vital irritation towards advertising that used a              
more general message targeting a bigger segment. This proved to be true among all of the                
respondents unless it was a more content-oriented advertising rather than a sales-driven one.             
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However, it was unclear what was most important; a personalization or a pull strategy.              
Hence, this was one thing tested in the quantitative study. 
  
One of the sequences from the qualitative study tested whether something could be more or               
less of an advertisement. This was to investigate RQ1. However, this appeared to be too               
much of a general wondering to operationalize the answers down to something more concrete              
and useful. It did however enable the grouping among the different advertising types since it               
showed what variables that affected the outcome. The questions in the qualitative study were              
all somehow linked to the McCasland theory or factors surrounding it. Discussions and             
speculations about possible affecting variables and extensions to the McCasland theory were            
drawn before performing this part of the study. Accordingly, the qualitative study enhanced             
some speculations and diminished other. 
  
With the evaluation of the responses collected from the six respondents it was evaluated that               
a saturation in data had been achieved. The resources made it possible to perform additional               
interviews existed but the estimation was that this not would supply any new or useful data. 

4.2 Hypotheses 
Linked to previous research and the results from the qualitative study, three hypotheses could              
be developed. The results from the qualitative study indicated that for something to be              
perceived relevant, it either had to be personalized or sought out by the customer herself.               
According to the previously made assumptions, the reaction to irrelevant advertising is            
irritation. The hypotheses worked as a way to test qualitative-based factors drawn from the              
McCasland theory. They also enabled a linkage between the McCasland theory and the             
variable-theories; irritation and relevance, push and pull strategies. Note that for the            
hypotheses to be accepted, they only have to be applicable to the Millennial generation. The               
hypotheses are the following: 

  
H1: personalized advertising decrease the perception of irrelevance 
H2: advertising with a pull strategy decrease the perception of irrelevance 
H3: personalized advertising equals a higher level of irritation than advertising with            
a pull strategy 

4.3 Quantitative Data 
The interviews were followed up by an online survey that was conducted to test the               
hypotheses. The survey was designed to collect data regarding consumer attitudes against            
online advertising (see Appendix B). The survey was based on sequences where the             
respondent was exposed to pictures and examples of advertisement. Based on data from the              
qualitative method, questions included a certain level of personalization, in combination with            
Push Marketing or Pull Marketing. The survey was pretested to six persons by performing a               
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pilot study. The survey was then revised based on the feedback. At last, the survey was                
distributed via several online channels in order to reach online users in the Millennial cohort. 

4.3.1 Quantitative Study and the Margin of Error 
The quantitative study consisted of twelve questions which collected answers from 270            
different respondents. Apart from these twelve questions, the respondents had to confirm that             
they were born somewhere between 1980 and 1999. This was the only point in the survey                
that was made to be mandatory. Although the twelve main questions were voluntary, almost              
all of them gained full answers. Question number 4, 7 and 10 (see Appendix B) had a loss of                   
a total one response each, giving them 269 valid answers apiece. This might lead to a                
negligible bias but should be stated. This slight error was made consciously due to the fact                
that no “I don’t know” or “I don’t want to response” answer was included. The aim was to                  
not create a bias by forcing the respondents to take a stand in every specific question.  
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5. Results & Discussion 
This section describes what results the testing of McCasland’s theory had. It also presents the               
grouping among advertisements and how these were implemented to the Advertisement Scale.            
It also includes a description of how the Advertisement Scale is connected to the speculations               
around McCasland’s theory. 

 
As mentioned above the qualitative method indicated that the respondents perceived           
advertisement as something pushy and sales-driven. Consumers want to feel that they win             
something (in terms of expansion of the service, tips, information, etc.) rather than that              
companies are looking for something from them. Thus, based on the interviews in the              
qualitative method, it was found that (1) an advertisement can be perceived as more or less                
pushy, and (2) that an advertisement is perceived less pushy if it is more relevant to personal                 
tastes and interests. These personal tastes and interests can either be determined by the              
consumer herself or by the company targeting her. Previous research and the empirical facts              
stated in this study have led to an operationalization of the term relevance. Given this, high                
relevance is defined to be advertisement using personalization or a pull strategy. 

5.1 Grouping 
The results from the qualitative study enabled a grouping among the different advertising             
examples. Even though it exists a wide range of different marketing strategies, most types of               
advertisement can be divided among these four groups. The first group (G1) consist of              
advertising that is sought out entirely by the consumer. The advertising in G1 is not               
personalized at all. The second group (G2) consist of advertising that is focusing on              
personalization. The third group (G3) is connected with G2, only that the personalized             
advertising in G3 also is considered to be pushy. A push factor is added to the personalization                 
to investigate how this affects the level of irritation. The last group (G4) consist of               
non-personalized advertising with a push factor.  

 
Table 1: grouping among the different types of advertising 
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The examples in table 1 are all referring to questions from the quantitative study (see               
Appendix B). The survey was made sure to be as effective as possible, that is why all twelve                  
questions were clearly grouped ahead. To avoid a bias, the respondents of the quantitative              
study were not informed about the grouping of the advertising before entering the survey. 

5.2 Grouping: Further Analysis 
When analysing data from the quantitative study, the answers collected were categorized            
ahead to fit into the four different groups. All groups include answers from three questions               
each, to see an overall result of the perception within that category. The values of these                
groups were then divided by three to create an average. 
 

 
Figure 6: spread among different levels of irritation in each group. 

 
On the vertical axis, the average number of answers are presented, while the horizontal axis               
shows the different groups and how the answers were spread within each group. The staples               
represent the seven degrees of irritation that the respondents were able to choose between.              
The staple to the far left above each group represent the lowest level of irritation (1) and the                  
staple to the far right in each group represent the highest level of irritation (7). When                
analysing the data from the quantitative study a weighted average within each group was              
constructed. This weighted average was then rescaled to the original interval 1-7 (see             
Appendix C for calculations). Therefore, a separate diagram is included aimed to demonstrate             
where these normalized averages were within each group. This was infolded into figure 6 to               
enable a comparison. A higher point on the infolded diagram indicates a higher level of               
irritation.  
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Table 2: Normalized averages within the different groups 

Group G1 G2 G3 G4 

Normalized value 2,690853 1,791778 4,191778 5,021788 

Rounded value 2,69 1,79 4,19 5,02 

 
The numbers from table 2 are the ones illustrated in the infolded diagram in figure 6. A hard                  
value is vital to make a fair comparison between the different perceptions. Hereby began the               
construction of the Advertisement Scale (see figure 7). 

5.3 The Advertisement Scale 
Based on findings during the examination of the McCasland theory, it was possible to              
introduce a tool for companies that allow comparison between their own cost analysis and the               
hard values presented in this study. The Advertisement Scale seen in the figure below is               
constructed based on the theory that young consumers only dislike advertising that is either              
irrelevant or unwanted. This study develops the theory by using relevance and irritation as              
main factors and connect these with the co-factors pull and push.  

 
Figure 7: The Advertisement Scale, (own construction) 

 
The Advertisement Scale reveal a clear division between advertising using a push strategy             
and advertising using a pull strategy. A higher level on the Advertisement Scale indicates a               
higher level of irritation. To illustrate this, the scale has been colour coded between (1) blue                
to indicate a low level of irritation and (2) red to indicate a high level of irritation. By just                   
evaluating this, it is also clear that a personalization decreases the perceived irritation.             
However, it is also interesting to study some of the questions from the survey separately. The                
primary questions worth discussing are those three representing G2. As seen in figure 6, the               
level of irritation is very distinguished compared to the answers among the other groups.              
Frankly, the respondents were undivided. This indicates that a combination of a pull strategy              
and personalization results in the most predominant non-irritation. 
  
The qualitative part of this study determined that for something to be perceived more like an                
advertisement it had to feel irrelevant or pushy. For something to be perceived less like an                
advertisement, it was found that an ad need to be aligned with personal taste and interests.                
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However, when ads are sought out by oneself, an even lower level of irritation is achieved. In                 
other words, ads appear to be perceived less pushy. Apart from this indicated phenomenon              
there is one other discussion that shall occur. This regards the answers from one of the                
questions in particular. 

5.4 The Correlation Between Relevance and Irritation 
Question number 6 was categorized into G3 since it was personalized and had a push               
strategy. It was portrayed by an example from a push ad in a private mobile (see Appendix                 
B). The company in question 6 had used Location-Based Marketing and presented an offer to               
its reader that they currently had a special price on the product that the customer used to buy.                  
The forecast was that the irritation level of this one should be rather low, since a higher                 
perception of relevance should decrease the level of irritation. Given the geographical            
location and that the offer included a personalization, the level of relevance is considered              
high. 

 
Figure 8: The response distribution of question number 6. 

 
As seen in figure 8, the response rate revealed that the irritation level was high. Respondents                
answered with an irritation level between 5-7 even though the relevance was high. This              
indicates that relevance and irritation are not opposing points as treated in previous studies              
(e.g. Retail Touchpoints, 2017). 
  
A significant difference regarding the level of irritation can be noticed when comparing             
question 6 to other examples extracted from G3. The fact that question 6 was the only                
example using Location-Based Marketing indicates an issue concerning this matter. As           
discussed earlier, there are privacy concerns influencing certain marketing strategies (see           
1.1.3). The purpose of this particular study was not to analyse the effects of using               
Location-Based Marketing. Hence, there is a lack of primary data regarding this concern.             
However, it is interesting to have in mind that privacy issues could alter the perception. 
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H1: personalized advertising decrease the perception of irrelevance 
Previous research showed that the response to irrelevant advertising is irritation. In the             
quantitative study both personalized and non-personalized advertising were included to          
enable a comparison between these two factors. They were also combined with either a push               
or a pull strategy to enable a comparison between these two factors as well. In order to accept                  
the first hypothesis, personalized advertising should show a lower level of irritation than the              
non-personalized ones. G2 and G3 are the groups including a personalization. G2 is             
combined with a pull strategy and G3 is combined with a push strategy. G1 and G4 are both                  
non-personalized, G1 with a pull strategy and G4 with a push strategy. The joint average               
value of G2 and G3 must be lower than the joint average value of G1 and G4 to accept H1. 
  
Given the values presented in table 2 the joint average of G2 and G3 is 5,98. The joint value                   
of G1 and G4 is 7,71. 5,98 < 7,71 → H1 is accepted. 
  
H2: advertising with a pull strategy decrease the perception of irrelevance 
H2 was tested like H1. However, to see the variation between a push and a pull strategy these                  
were put against each other. G1 and G2 had advertising with a pull strategy and G3 and G4                  
had advertising with a push strategy. To accept H2 the joint average value of G1 and G2 must                  
be lower than the joint average value of G3 and G4. 
  
Given the values presented in table 2 the joint average of G1 and G2 is 4,48. The joint                  
average of G3 and G4 is 9,21. 4,48 < 9,21 → H2 is accepted. 
  
H3: personalized advertising equals a higher level of irritation than          
advertising with a pull strategy 
Finally, the last hypothesis regarded the difference of perception between personalized           
advertising and advertising with a pull strategy. Since both personalization and pull strategies             
have shown to decrease the perception of irrelevance the nuances between these two were              
interesting to evaluate. Since G4 include advertising that neither are personalized nor with a              
push strategy, this category has been excluded. To accept H3 the joint average value of G1                
and G2 must be lower than the joint average value of G2 and G3. 
  
Given the values presented in table 2 the joint average of G1 and G2 is 4,48. The joint                  
average of G2 and G3 is 5,98. 4,48 < 5,98 → H3 is accepted. 
  
To connect this to previous research and discussions, one could consider if this particular              
reaction is caused by the concerns of privacy issues mentioned above. 
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6. Conclusions 
This section demonstrates new ideas and creates a new picture for the reader. Marketing              
strategies by its category may limit the creativity among marketers if not thinking one step               
further. The hypotheses in this study contributed with new viewpoints in terms of the              
perception of relevance with an irritation aspect. By having these aspects in mind, it is               
possible to create understanding for the scale range in the advertisement scale. In practical              
terms; it includes the conclusions that can be made due to the further investigation of the                
McCasland theory. 

 
This research has developed hard values which have been highlighted and included in the              
Advertisement Scale. In line with the purpose of this study, the Advertisement Scale is aimed               
to be used as a strategic tool. The Advertisement Scale became an informational way to               
enable a deeper comparison between the affecting variables. This concept was essentially            
based on speculations drawn from the McCasland theory. What this study did was to further               
examine this theory in terms of online marketing instead of mobile marketing. The facts              
stated by McCasland proved to be somewhat applicable to an online marketing approach as              
well. However, McCasland did not discuss which factors and variables affected this            
perception. 
 
RQ1: This study discovered the broadness in defining the perception of advertisement. This             
resulted in a modification of the study along the way. The affecting variables were assigned               
more focus in the study than the level of advertisement. 
RQ2: It appeared as the most affecting variables were (1) the method of distribution (i.e. pull                
or push), and (2) the level of personalization. These affecting took part in defining irritation               
and relevance. 
  
The four groups evaluated in this study were based on the fact that different combinations of                
push and pull strategies and different levels of personalization highlighted certain levels of             
irritation among consumers. The three developed hypotheses and the acceptance of these            
provided some basic understanding of the issues regarding adaptation to the changing            
marketplace. 
  
This study showed that both personalization and a pull strategy increase the perception of              
relevance and if one were to study only this aspect that would have been a final conclusion.                 
Yes, if you look at it with only the level of relevance in mind there is no difference between                   
personalizing the advertising and focusing on valuable content to create a pull effect. With              
the increase of data one could assume that personalization would be a more economical              
strategy for a company. However, what this study managed to do was to connect the               
perceived relevance with an irritation aspect. By doing this, one could see that in terms of                
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relevance, personalization and the pull strategy are perceived equally good. But in terms of              
irritation the pull strategy wins. The economical aspect is why this study should work as a                
complement to a cost analysis before implementing new marketing strategies. By examining            
some individual examples, it appears to be a higher risk connected to personalization than to               
a pull strategy. Proved in some individual examples, a violation of the privacy could result in                
a higher level of irritation even though the relevance is high. 
  
One other aspect to consider is the importance for a company to be aware of the                
Advertisement Scale range and how the perception differs along this scale. Companies should             
also be aware of where the limit for privacy concerns stretches, this to avoid a big investment                 
in a strategy that only results in mistrust from the consumers. There should also be a                
corporate awareness on how the consumers perceive the company identity since a more             
believable and trustworthy source can result in a more advantageously personalization. 
  
Ergo, the affecting variables in terms of the Millennials’ perception can be narrowed down to               
just a few factors; irritation and relevance. These factors are directly dependent on other              
variables such as the level of personalization and the strategy used (push or pull). The theory                
stated by McCasland that the Millennials’ only dislike advertising that is irrelevant or             
unwanted remains, even in relation to online marketing. A high level of irrelevance increase              
the perceived irritation. However, irritation and relevance are not absolute counterparts as            
treated before.  
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7. Further Research 
Future research suggestions in this study generally arise out of the research limitations             
identified in the dissertation. Furthermore, results and conclusions in this study have led to              
suggestions of different aspects for further research. 

 
This study has begun to investigate how the Millennials perceive different types of             
advertising online. To fully get an understanding on how this works, a study in a much bigger                 
scale must be performed. There are many aspects that had to be left out due to lack of time                   
and resources. One thing to investigate further could be how the relevance and irritation              
levels apply to other generations. One plausible hypothesis could be that a higher age results               
in a preference for a higher scale step. For instance, one could advance this idea by                
developing different scales for different buyer personas. One could also discuss if it would be               
interesting in terms of demographical factors to analyse eventual differences in perception            
between men and women. 
  
One other aspect that could elaborate this study is the examination on how the perception               
varies when marketing different types of products e.g. the difference between low            
involvement and high involvement. A bigger consideration should also be taken to what             
brand that sends the message. Could the perception of irritation be different depending on              
how the brand itself is perceived to begin with? 
  
Finally, a third aspect to investigate further is the matter regarding privacy issues. The              
responses to one of the study’s questions revealed an unexpected irritation. Since this             
question in particular did use a Location-Based Marketing one can discuss if this irritation              
was conditional. By elaborating the effects of using Location-Based Marketing and study its             
impacts regarding the level of irritation and relevance one might draw new conclusions. 
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Appendices 
 

Appendix A: Interviews 
The questions below were held in a qualitative form in Swedish with Swedish Millennials as               
respondents. 
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Appendix B: Survey 
The following questions were used to collect data in order to accomplish the study. The               
questions were presented in a Swedish version to Swedish millennials.  
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Appendix C: Data Analysis 
Grouping into four groups. G1, G2, G3, G4. 

 
Raw data from quantitative study. Colour coded into the different groups and marked where 
the highest value is. 
 
Calculation of the average (summing per value dividing with 3). 

Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

G1 277 167 115 108 80 39 22 

G2 497 149 72 50 24 10 8 

G3 83 93 127 137 144 107 119 

G4 42 61 79 91 154 143 239 
Average 
The weighted average normalized to the interval 1-7, was calculated using: 
zi=1 + (xi - xmin)(7 - 1)  ⁄  (xmax - xmin) 
where xi is for each group and value the weighted average calculated multiplying the current 
value (1 - 7) with the average. 
 

Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 z 

G1 277 334 345 432 400 234 154 2,7 

G2 497 298 216 200 120 60 56 1,8 

G3 83 186 381 548 720 642 833 4,2 

G4 42 122 237 364 770 858 1673 5,0 

Weighted average and normalization  
Thus the result (column z) is a weighted normalized rank for each group (G1 - G4) indicating 
the level of irritation. 
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